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I Dept. of Uiochernistry, University College London, Gowcr Street, London, U. K. I ~ Ornithine carbamoyl transferase (OTCase) is one of the enzymes ih the 
arginine biosynthetic pathway of Psetrdomonas aerzrginosa. This is the only 
enzyme in the arginine biosynthetic pathway which is under strong feed back 
inhibition. Hence, it is expected that increasing the gene number by introducing 
it to the organism through a high copy number plasmid vector would mop u:, the 
repression and allow the organism to overprcduce the amino acid. With this 
aim as well as to study the regulatory mechanism of the gene arg F coding for 
OTCnse, work was taken up. 

In P. plrritla arg F gene is located on the, large resident plasmid pCR1. 
A large scale preparation of this plasmid was carefully made and after its frag- 
mentation (with 13am 1-11 or Pst 1) it was ligated to the E. coli vectors pAT153 
and pBR322. Transformation of arg-E. coli W4100 was successfu!ly carried out 
with the recombinant vectors (after one passage through E. coli FIB101 for 
enrichment of vectors carrying pCR1 D N A  fragments, as primary trnnsforrn.ition 
of the arg-E coli W4100 strain with low levels of reconlbinant DNA was known 
to be not conducive for transformation). The recombinant vectors carrying 
pCRI DNA at the Ram HI site complimented arginine deficiency in the host. 
Although the presence of the recombinant vector was further confirmed by seosi- 
tivity to  tetracycline, resistance to ampicillin and ability to grow on a media 
deficient in argi~:ine of the recombinant strains, efforts to isolate the vector 
carrying the arg F gene from the transformants were not fruitful. 
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